I. INTRODUCTION
The formulation of a material's Hugoniot is a recurring theme in literature. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] When coupled with a valid thermodynamic Equation of State (EOS), it allows the investigator to accurately develop models that predict all states of matter associated with dynamic loading events. Researchers may generate a single Hugoniot state through the capture of two shock properties from an experiment. In cases where a Velocity Interferometer System for Any Reflector (VISAR) is used at a specimen's free surface, the particle velocity information is complemented by measurements of shock velocity through the use of shorting pins, where the transit time through the sample's thickness can be related to the lag time between the activation of the pins and the arrival of the particle velocity signal at the free surface. 3, 8 In cases where stresses are measured with a single embedded stress gage, researchers use the method of impedance matching to obtain particle velocity from measurements of impact velocity. 2, 4, 5, 8 In these cases, the experiments are designed to be symmetric, with impactor and specimen made of the same material, thus resulting in particle velocities that are half of the impact velocity. Alternatively, where symmetry not to be achievable, an impactor material with a well-defined Hugoniot must be chosen. Researchers have also used several stress gages at fixed locations within a sample to complement the stress measurements with calculated shock velocities that are determined by relating the lag time between the arrival of the shock wave at the various gage locations to the distance between the gages. [8] [9] [10] a) rousseau@uri.edu Traditionally, the locus of points necessary to construct a complete Hugoniot is obtained through a rigorous series of experiments, where each test produces a single data point. Nevertheless, for experiments properly designed, a single experiment may occasionally elicit numerous data points. This, however, is strictly limited to low stress regimes.
The use of stress reverberation experiments as a means of extracting multiple data points along the equation of state of a material was introduced by Lysne et al., 11 using quartz gages. The feasibility of the technique was again reinforced by Rosenberg 12 who further extended the experimental diagnosis to the use of manganin gages. In both of the above instances, impact was used as a method of stress generation, with the resulting stresses limited to ranges below 10 GPa. In those experiments, isentropic results for epoxy and polyurethane coincided with previously established Hugoniot data for these materials.
These nearly perfect correlations are to be expected. Indeed, even though the Hugoniot and the compression isentropes access different areas of the equation of state, they share a common origin, and only diverge significantly at higher values of stress. In a work by Reisman et al., the authors noted that inside an envelope with limits below 50 GPa, Hugoniot and compression isentropes lie within 2% to 3% from each other. 13 The conditions associated with the latter case bring out the advantage of being able to assume complete process reversibility wherein multiple data points can be obtained along the loading path. For the highly compressive state, however, where the gradual loading does steepen into a shock, only a single, final data point can be achieved. Thus, both methods present their respective limitations.
In the present work, an approach similar to that of Rosenberg is followed, with the upper bounds of the pressure experienced by the specimens restricted to 10 GPa. Yet, within that threshold, the material does experience a transition to plastic flow that can be identified in the stress history by an ephemeral horizontal plateau known as the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL).
Through the entire range described by the equation of state, the Rankine-Hugoniot equations set limits on the physical behavior of the material by imposing laws pertaining to conservation of mass, momentum, and energy
where V, σ, E, and u p are, respectively, the end states of specific volume, pressure, energy, and particle velocity achieved from the passage of a shock wave. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] U s is the shock front velocity relative to the initial material state of specific volume (V 0 ), density (ρ 0 ), pressure (σ 0 ), particle velocity (u 0 ), and energy (E 0 ).
The aim of the present work is to apply the isentropic stress reverberation approximation to the establishment of a relationship describing lower range of the equation of state using aluminum, structural steel, and polycarbonate. As for the principal Hugoniot, the relation being sought will be derived in terms of the material's particle velocity (u p ) and the shock velocity (U s ) of the material, in the form
where c b is the sound velocity at near zero pressure corresponding to the initial equilibrium bulk compressibility of the medium, and the terms s and Q are fit parameters. In Sec. II, the relations necessary to the proper interpretation of the experimental data are first derived, as previous uses of the method in literature have leapt to final results, circumventing the mention of intermediate steps. The requisite relations are presented in such a manner as to be directly applicable to any resulting set of experimental data. Next, the means of properly conducting the experiments are explained. Finally, the results are presented.
II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Consider the reverberations to equilibrium that occur as an incident shock wave interacts within a slender layer embedded in an otherwise homogenous structure. Figure 1 illustrates this scenario, where B.M. denotes the bulk material, and I.L., the inner layer. The mechanical responses of these materials are governed by the bulk material and inner layer Hugoniots, respectively, in the σ − u p plane. The impedance of the inner layer is specified as being small compared to that of the bulk material. In the time distance diagram, solid line characteristics represent compressive waves while dotted line characteristics represent unloading waves.
First, assume that a C+ compressive wave, generated by a symmetrical impact, is propagating through the bulk material, yielding state 0' in the front plate. When this C+ compressive pulse arrives at the inner layer, continuity at the interface between the bulk material and inner layer can only be achieved through intersection of their respective Hugoniots in the σ − u p plane. If the Hugoniot and unloading isentrope of the bulk material coincide, this assumption requires a C-tensile release wave of magnitude (σ o ′ − σ 1 ) to be generated within the front plate of the bulk material and a C+ compressive wave of magnitude σ 1 to be generated within the inner layer, resulting in state 1. Likewise, when the C+ compressive wave that was transmitted to the inner layer arrives at the back plate of the bulk material, continuity of the interface results in a C+ compressive wave of magnitude σ 2 , transmitted to the back plate and a C-compressive wave, of magnitude (σ 2 − σ 1 ), reflected within the inner layer, resulting in state 2. As this process continues, the magnitude of stress within the inner layer will approach that of the initial incident pulse through multiple compressive reflections within the inner layer.
Introduction of in-situ stress gages onto both sides of the inner layer allows for the capture of temporal stress records associated with the reverberations to equilibrium. In the current case, these records will demonstrate the steplike loading profile associated with the process. Compressive steps observed on the front gage will directly relate to the stress at the odd numbered states 1, 3, and 5, while steps observed by the back gage will directly relate to the stress at the even numbered states 2, 4, and 6. The Rankine-Hugoniot equations form a complete system when two state parameters are specified. There are two ways in which this requirement can be satisfied. First, the shock velocity within the inner layer could be obtained as a function of shock amplitude by comparison of the temporal records of the two gages and relating the time lag between the observed steps to the thickness of the inner layer. This method will be set aside in favor of the more rigorous method of impedance matching, where it will be required that the bulk material has a known Hugoniot. Now, consider how the Hugoniot of the inner layer can be constructed from the known Hugoniot of the bulk plate material. In the σ − u p diagram depicted in Fig. 1(b) , the reverberations associated with the back gage follow the principal Hugoniot of the bulk material, while those of the front gage follow the negatively sloped Hugoniot drawn from the impact velocity (u i ). Assuming that the Hugoniot of the bulk material is well represented by Eq. (4), the RankineHugoniot conservation of momentum, Eq. (2), can be used to solve for the particle velocity associated with the measured stresses at each state. For the case of the back gage following the principal Hugoniot of the bulk material, the particle velocity of each successive step can be solved in terms of the measured stress in the form
where the properties ρ, c b , s, and Q are taken from the bulk material's Hugoniot. In terms of Fig the solution of state 4 from state 2 assumes that state 2 is the initial state in the jump equation and therefore requires the determination of the bulk material's density associated with state 2. Likewise, any additional jump requires the solution of the density at the previous state, which will in turn represent the density of the defined initial state in Eq. (5). Through manipulation of the Rankine-Hugoniot conservation of mass, Eq. (1), the density at the even numbered states (n = 2, 4, 6) can be solved in terms of the density at the previous state in the form
where each solution requires the particle velocity associated with the state to be generated from the preceding solution of Eq. (5).
The particle velocity associated with the odd numbered states (n = 1, 3, 5) can be solved in terms of the measured stress from the front gage in the form
where u i refers to the impact velocity and the density can be solved in the form
with the assumption that the density associated with state -1, in Fig. 1(b) , is the initial density (ρ 0 ) of the bulk material. Eqs. (5)- (8) now allow for the determination of particle velocity given measured stress, which in turn permits the solution of any additional state parameters of interest with use of the Rankine-Hugoniot jump Eqs. (1)- (3) . In order to construct the principal Hugoniot of the inner layer from an experiment, the particle velocities (u n ) associated with the various states can be transformed to particle velocities along the principal Hugoniot of the inner layer (u principal, n ) through use of the equation
where n is the associated state number.
Finally, the presence of radial release waves cannot be ignored, as they may potentially corrupt the experimental data. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Fortunately, a simple geometric analysis provides a solution to this dilemma. Defining as r, the radial distance from the location of the gage to the edge of the specimen, and D, its distance from the impact face, then the time of arrival of the radial release waves can be defined as
where c is an appropriate wave speed associated with the experiment.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A. Materials studied
Two sets of experiments, using either 6061 aluminum or A572 grade 50 structural steel as the bulk material and polycarbonate as the inner layer, were conducted to provide validation and confirm repeatability of the technique. By using two separate bulk materials, these experiments probed the method's ability to generate accurate Hugoniot states for the polycarbonate inner layer, independently of the specific bulk material properties. The design of these experiments necessitates the knowledge of values for the bulk wave speeds (c b ) and initial densities (ρ 0 ) of the materials. Bulk wave speeds can be calculated from measurements of longitudinal (c l ) and shear (c s ) wave speeds by using the well known relation
Longitudinal and shear wave speeds of the materials were measured using contact ultrasonic transducers. Densities were calculated from measurements of the volume and mass of the test samples. Table I contains a summary of these initial properties for these materials.
B. Sample geometry
1. Aluminum/polycarbonate configuration Fig. 2 , compressive waves and release waves are, respectively, drawn with solid and dotted characteristic lines. The radial release wave, indicative of the violation of one-dimensional strain, was constructed using Eq. (10). The chosen impactor thickness induces a loading duration of 2.9 µs. Fig. 2 clearly highlights the complications associated with radial release waves with samples having relatively small diameter to thickness ratios. Observing the respective arrival times of the C+ unloading and the radial release to the polycarbonate inner layer, the chosen thickness of the impactor is shown to maximize the ring-up period achievable with 45 mm diameter samples.
Because of the different thicknesses of the polycarbonate inner layers used in the four tests, the stress reflections within the inner layer are not depicted in Fig. 2 . Using the bulk wave speed of 2000 m/s for polycarbonate, the layer thickness for test 1 will result in compressive reflections in the inner layer every 0.635 µs. Therefore, jumps in the stress observed at each interface will initially occur every 1.27 µs. The   FIG. 2 . Time-distance diagram for the isentropic experiments using 6061 aluminum as the bulk material and polycarbonate as the inner layer.
shock velocity within the polycarbonate layer will increase for each subsequent reflection as a result of the increasing pressure within. Thus, the time lag between stress jumps will decrease with increasing state numbers. In order to address this condition, the first polycarbonate thickness was chosen to ensure that these stress jumps would be sufficiently long to accurately resolve the states from the stress records. For test 2, the polycarbonate layer thickness was chosen to produce compressive reflections every 0.42 µs, resulting in initial time lags of 0.84 µs between stress jumps at each interface. Likewise, the polycarbonate layer thickness chosen for tests 3 and 4 produce compressive reflections every 0.25 µs, and therefore, lag times between stress jumps at each interface will initially occur every 0.50 µs. Fig. 3 displays a time-distance diagram of the experiments that used A572 grade 50 structural steel as the bulk material. Similar to the specimens in Sec. III B 1, the steel impactor and test sample were both 45 mm in diameter. The thickness of the front face and impactor was 5.08 mm. The thickness of the polycarbonate inner layer was 0.508 mm. Stress gages were embedded between the two interfaces of the polycarbonate inner layer and the bulk material. The steel back face of the sample was chosen to be 7.62 mm to ensure that no reflections from its free surface would reach the stress gage locations during the measurement period of the experiments.
Steel/polycarbonate configuration
The chosen impactor thickness induces a loading duration of 2.2 µs. In this case, the arrival of the radial release to the polycarbonate inner layer occurs much later in time than the arrival of the C+ unloading wave. Thus, the impactor thickness could have been increased to maximize the ring-up period within the polycarbonate. However, the resulting increase in impactor weight would then have become an impediment to achieving higher impact speeds. The time-distance diagram indicates that five states can be captured at each interface. The compressive reflections in the inner layer occur every 0.25 µs .   FIG. 3 . Time-distance diagram for the isentropic experiments using steel as the bulk material and polycarbonate as the inner layer. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitationnew.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP: Therefore, jumps in the stress observed at each interface will initially occur every 0.50 µs.
C. Plate impact experiments
Plate impact experiments were conducted in a vacuum chamber with the use of a 50 mm bore single stage helium driven gas gun. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) sabots were used to carry the impactors down the 2 m long gun barrel while specimens were supported, awaiting impact, by means of small PVC rings that were weakly bonded to a metal sample holder. In order to attain acceptable impact planarity, the sabots were designed such as to impact the specimen before fully exited the barrel of the gun. Flyer velocities were captured by means of two separate through-beam systems, each consisting of two light sources and two receivers. Velocity was inferred by dividing the distance between the receivers by the time between interruptions. Stress profiles were captured with the use of 50 Ω manganin stress gages manufactured by Dynasen.
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D. Hugoniot parameters
Hugoniot parameters for the materials used were obtained from published data for 6061 aluminum and polycarbonate found in work performed at LANL. 2 For aluminum, the relationship is well represented by the linear form of Eq. (4)
Within the range of particle velocities from 0 to 1000 m/s, for polycarbonate, a linear relation suffices
If the range of particle velocities is extended to 4000 m/s, a polynomial fit is required
Substituting either Eqs. (13) or (14) in Eq. (2), with an initial density (ρ 0 ) of 1193 Kg/m3, yields the principal Hugoniot of polycarbonate in σ − u p space. Although there are numerous Hugoniots for steel published in the literature, none has been derived for A572 grade 50 structural steel. Nevertheless, Visser et al. 21 have recently tested this specific steel over a moderate range of impact velocities. Within this investigation, five symmetrical plate impacts were executed, and stress histories were captured with the use of manganin gages. Even though the goal of their research was not intended to generate the Hugoniot of the material, these experiments possessed an excellent configuration to obtain Hugoniot states through traditional analyses. Since the impact conditions used the same material impactor as the test sample, symmetry of the Hugoniots would result in particle velocities that are exactly half the impact velocities. Additionally, since the stress gages were embedded within the steel targets, the experimental stress records would capture an adequate representation of the pressures associated with these particle velocities. A summary of the five tests is reproduced in Table II , along with associated shock velocities calculated using of Eq. (2), with an initial density of 7814 Kg/m 3 . Reference 22 specifies a linear relationship for 4340 steel, a material similar to the one of interest in the present case,
Transposing this relation into Eqs. (15) and (2), its translation into the σ − u p space is compared with the experimentally determined states for A572 grade 50 structural steel.
There is an excellent agreement between the Hugoniot of 4340 steel and the experimentally determined Hugoniot states for A572 grade 50 structural steel within the range of the experimental data. It is possible that the two data sets might deviate from each other as stress and particle velocities increase. However, since the present experiments will not exceed the indicated range, the fit parameters from Eq. (15) may safely be appropriated (Fig. 4) .
IV. RESULTS
In the experiments that used aluminum as the bulk material, three distinct steps were observed by each of the two stress gages, yielding six states per test. Ten states were successfully captured in the experiments that used steel as the bulk material. These experiments demonstrated that the thickness of the polycarbonate inner layer influences the resolution of each stress plateau. The stress records for the 1.27 mm polycarbonate inner layer used in test 1 of the aluminum/ polycarbonate configuration provided relatively long time durations at each stress jump, where clear plateaus facilitated   FIG. 4 . Hugoniot of steel in stress-particle velocity space. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitationnew.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP: the identification of the stress magnitude at each state. In contrast, the stress records for the 0.508 mm polycarbonate inner layer possessed much shorter time durations at each stress jump, often resulting in no clear plateau. In these cases, the stress at each state was estimated by taking the midpoint between the partially sloping signals of each stress plateau. A history of the stress evolution within the polycarbonate inner layer for test 1 of the steel/polycarbonate configuration can be found in Fig. 5 . Parts (a) and (b) contain the stress records from the front and back gages, respectively. Part (c) present a coupled stress records of the front and back gages overlaid to produce a single plot. The various stresses at states are clearly labeled. Likewise, the HEL of the steel is easily noted in the initial loading profile as indicated in Fig. 5(c) . Tables III and IV contain the results for experiments conducted with the aluminum/polycarbonate and steel/polycarbonate configurations, respectively. Within these tables, the test number, inner layer thickness (T I.L. ), impact velocity (u i ), state number, stress (σ), and particle velocity (u p ) determined through solution of Eqs. (5)- (8) can be found. In order to construct the principal Hugoniot of the polycarbonate inner layer from the calculated particle velocities at each state, Eq. (9) was used. These results are tabulated in the column marked u principal . Additionally, the shock velocities (U s ) in the polycarbonate inner layer at each state were calculated with use of the Rankine-Hugoniot conservation of momentum Eq. (2), where the principal particle velocities and density of polycarbonate were used.
To further confirm the methodology, data and the Hugoniot curve of polycarbonate is of the same order as that of the data obtained through the current method. The published data were obtained through carefully controlled single shock experiments, whereas the data sets in the Hugoniot ring-up method (HRUM) were obtained through re-shocking of the inner layer. The agreement between the states obtained through traditional methods to those obtained using the HRUM demonstrates that materials follow the same path (Hugoniot) through stress-particle velocity space in either cases of single shock or re-shock events for very mild shock states.
Referring back to Fig. 6 , it is notable to draw attention to the peak pressures that were achieved within the polycarbonate inner layer.
The nature of the ring-up mechanism is such that peak pressures of 2.4 GPa and 5.5 GPa were excited by the aluminum/polycarbonate and steel/polycarbonate configurations, respectively. Had conventional single shock experiments been used to determine these upper data sets, researchers would traditionally choose an impactor material with a high hydrodynamic impedance. For example, consider the impact velocity that would be required to excite these peak pressures through a single shock experiment using tungsten carbide (higher impedance than both aluminum and steel) as the impactor material. Using published Hugoniot of tungsten carbide, 2 it is easily be shown that the impact velocity would have to be, respectively, over 640 m/s and 1150 m/s to achieve pressures of 2.4 GPa and 5.5 GPa within a polycarbonate test sample. Considering that most plate impact apparatuses are limited to some upper end impact velocity, reloading proves advantageous in accessing regimes that would not have been attainable through traditional single shock experiments.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Isentropic stress reverberations were used to induce shock reflections in a low impedance inner layer embedded within high impedance bulk structures. By capturing temporal records of the stress evolution on either side of the inner layer, step-like loading profiles were obtained that allowed for the capture of multiple Hugoniot states. The mathematical framework used in this technique used the classical RankineHugoniot equations in the method of impedance matching, where the bulk material was required to have a known Hugoniot. Validation of the technique was achieved by testing well classified materials in order to facilitate comparison of the Hugoniots generated from the method with published data from literature. The technique was shown to accurately generate states along the Hugoniot of the inner layer, where the number of states acquired is directly linked to the experimental design. Experiments using 6061 aluminum and polycarbonate as the bulk material and inner layer, respectively, generated six Hugoniot states for the polycarbonate. Experiments using A572 grade 50 structural steel as the bulk material generated ten Hugoniot states for the polycarbonate. In these experiments, it has been shown that an additional advantage of the method over conventional single shock experiments is the elevated peak pressure that can be achieved within the inner layer for any given impact velocity. The method is limited to regimes where Hugoniot and isentrope coincide, as was the case for the current investigations. At extreme pressures, applications of the method would break down, since behavior at those levels can no longer be considered isentropic.
